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Abstract

Leaf dry mass per unit area (LMA) is composed by leaf thickness and leaf density.
With one species, LMA always correlates to photosynthesis capacity. Nowadays
genome-wide association analysis (GWAS) becomes an efficient approach for
studying the genetics of natural variation and important agronomic traits. To
understand natural genetic variation of LMA in Arabidopsis thaliana, GWAS was
applied for LMA by using 350 Arabidopsis thaliana accessions in this research. An
accurate and efficient method was extracted for LMA measurement. Some
promising genes for LMA was identified after GWAS; however in some cases, it
was difficult to interpret the result of GWAS, because the complex genetics of LMA
and population structure of plant material brought certain degree of confounding.
Then candidate genes’ validation was done by quantitative RT-PCR, the result did
not show convincible proof for the genetic assumption. The interpretation could be
the SNPs associated with candidate genes were false positive. GWAS can be
employed for genetic mapping of LMA in Arabidopsis thaliana, however further
statistic correction is needed for getting rid of false positive results. Since many
environmental factors can affect LMA, homogeneity of experimental condition is
essential for getting highly correlated LMA data from different experiments.
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1 Introduction

1.1 LMA and relationship between photosynthesis capacity
and LMA

LMA is the oven-dry mass divided by its one-side area of a fresh leaf. In many cases
LMA of a species is a key trait in plant growth (Lambers and Poorter 1992).
Although LMA is calculated by dividing leaf dry mass by leaf area, it can also be
considered the product of two physical properties of leaves, which are leaf density
and thickness. Certain equation could be given for derivation: LSM = mass/area =
[mass/(area*thickness)]*thickness = (mass/volume)*thickness = density*thickness
(Witkowski and Lamont 1991), so LMA is a product of leaf density and thickness ,
both leaf density and leaf thickness may vary many-fold, they are not necessarily
mutual dependence, and they may be controlled by different environmental variable
(Witkowski and Lamont 1991).

Across all species, LMA scaled positively with both density and thickness.
Furthermore, the relationship of LMA was stronger with thickness than with density.
The correlations between density and thickness were very weak indicating that the
control over density and thickness is exerted by different mechanisms (Niinemets
1999). Leaves of many species are known to be highly plastic in response to their
growing conditions, varying greatly in morphology, anatomy and physiology. For a
particular plant species, measuring LMA response to one or several environmental
factors has been done before. LMA shows positively correlation to CO2, light,
temperature, and drought (Gammelvind, Schjoerring et al. 1996; Bertin and Gary
Wageningen UR
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1998; Qaderi, Kurepin et al. 2006; An and Shangguan 2008). From the point of view
at plant growth level, species in resource poor environment tend to have larger LMA
than those in environments with rich resource, because larger values tend to
correlate with relatively high investment in leaf defenses and long leaf lifespan,
there is a trade-off between the investments in structural and assimilative leaf
compounds (Niinemets and Kull 1998) .

Within a given species, there is often a tight relationship between photosynthetic
capacity and LMA. Although there were strong positive correlations between Ppmax
(foliage assimilation capacity per unit area) and Np (nitrogen content per unit area),
and also between Pmmax (photosynthetic capacity per unit dry mass) and Nm (nitrogen
per unit dry mass), leaf structure was found to be a more important determinant of
leaf assimilation capacity (Niinemets 1999).

Pmmax (photosynthetic capacity per unit dry mass) scaled negatively with LMA due
to a negative correlation between Pmmax and density, and Pmmax was poorly related to
thickness. The strong positive correlation between leaf N content and photosynthetic
capacity (Evans 1989) in combination with declining N concentrations with
increasing D and LMA may provide the answer (Niinemets 1999). Apart from leaf
biomass distribution between assimilative and support tissues, gas diffusion within
the leaves could be affected heavily by changes in leaf structure (Evans,
Voncaemmerer et al. 1994). The diffusive resistance between the leaf intercellular
air spaces and carboxylation sites tends to increase with increasing tissue density
and to decrease with increasing fraction of intercellular air spaces in the mesophyll
(Syvertsen, Lloyd et al. 1995). Increasing diffusive resistance with density might be
one reason for the decrease of the fraction of leaf N in Rubisco. Thus, if leaves with
Wageningen UR
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greater density want to obtain the same rate of photosynthesis as leaves with lower
density, higher N concentrations and greater fractions of N in Rubisco are needed.
From Niinements’ (1999) study, leaf photosynthetic capacity per unit dry mass as
well as the maximum Rubisco carboxylase activity per unit dry mass scaled
negatively with density, but poorly related to thickness, which indicates that the
variability in density is essentially responsible for the negative relationship between
LMA and leaf photosynthetic capacity per unit dry mass.

By contrast, Ppmax (foliage assimilation capacity per unit area) increased with
increasing LMA and leaf thickness, but was poorly related with leaf density
(Niinemets 1999). The positive relationships between foliar photosynthetic capacity
per unit area and LMA often found within and across the wide range of species are
primarily due to the positive relationship between photosynthetic capacity per unit
area and leaf thickness (Garnier, Salager et al. 1999). When leaf thickness increases,
the relative amount of both epidermis and structural tissues decrease, such as
sclerenchyma (Garnier, Salager et al. 1999), the other way round the thickness of the
mesophyll tissue increases more than proportionately. Consequently, the increased
production of photosynthetically competent tissues per unit area is likely to explain
for the increases in leaf photosynthetic capacity per unit area with increasing
thickness.

1.2 Importance

of

photosynthesis

and

researches

in

photosynthesis
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In the last ten years, the yield for some major crops such as rice shows very little
increase (Peng, Tang et al. 2009) .The reason of this slowing pace of yield increase
in occurring in a combination of context of climate change, increasing world
population, losses of agricultural land to urbanization . What is worse, modern meat
production needs more proportion of the grain harvest and bioenergy production. In
the past, since the mid-1950s while better fertilization and improved disease
protection bring a realized yields improvement, they have also improved very
substantially as a result of increased genetic yield potential (Yp ,the yield that a crop
can attain under optimal management practices and in the absence of biotic and
abiotic stresses)(Zhu, Long et al. 2010). However, the use of nitrogen and other
chemicals may have reached the maximum, improvement of Yp may be more
important for the increasing demand of crop yield. With the current environmental
and economic conditions, further increases via the addition of further chemicals are
not feasible, so photosynthesis is the only remaining major trait available for any
further increases in Yp when other factors are already at their maximum on the scale
of the past 50 years (Long, Zhu et al. 2006).

The whole photosynthesis reaction must be coordinated with the genomic activities
of the nuclear and mitochondrial as well as chloroplast. Researches on
photosynthesis have greatly benefited from the sequencing of the genome of
Arabidopsis thaliana (Kaul, Koo et al. 2000), and large-scale, systematic
investigations of gene function becomes feasible with the help of the subsequent
development and application of tools (Leister 2003).As a result, a new full view is
emerging of how photosynthesis operates in flowering plants. Furthermore,
photosynthesis reaction depends upon a variety of other plastid and nonplastid
functions, which makes photosynthetic performance a phenotypic indicator for the
Wageningen UR
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genetic dissection of photosynthesis-related cellular processes. These kinds of
researches will finally give us a photosynthetic regulatory network.

1.3 Genome wide association mapping

Natural adaptation to different environments is made possible through a combination
of phenotypic plasticity and genetic variation (Mackay, Stone et al. 2009). Mapping
and cloning of quantitative trait loci (QTL) provides a method to identify the genetic
factors which are responsible for this variation, as well as the mechanisms which
maintain the quantitative variation in populations (Mitchell-Olds, Willis et al. 2007).
The goal of many plant genetic researches is to interpret natural phenotypic variation
in terms of changes in plant genetic material.

In traditional analysis, linkage mapping has been the most commonly employed
method. In vertebrate systems, after some pioneered human genetic scientists used
association mapping as a potential solution to find the genetic basis of common
human diseases (Hirschhorn and Daly 2005), association mapping (also known as
linkage disequilibrium mapping) is becoming adopted as a mapping method of
choice in animal science. With the rapid progress in genotyping and sequencing
technology in plant scientific research, plant genetic scientists also became to use
genome-wide association analysis (GWAS) as a useful approach for studying the
genetics of natural variation and complex-trait in plants (Aranzana, Kim et al. 2005).

Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) is a population based approach, using
populations of unrelated individuals to detect genetic associations between single
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nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and phenotypes. Compared to family-based QTL
mapping, which needs complex pedigrees from crosses among different founding
genotypes, GWAS is not a controlled experiment, but rather a natural experiment.
Genotype and phenotype data are collected from natural populations of unrelated
individuals; in this population relatedness is not controlled by the experimenter.
Compared with the closed system of controlled crosses, higher mapping resolution
could also be provided by such an open system design, because the extent of
haplotype sharing between unrelated individuals reflects the action of recombination
over very large numbers of generations (Aranzana, Kim et al. 2005). For GWAS, the
scale of linkage disequilibrium (LD) is the basis of this application of populationbased association. LD is also named as gametic phase disequilibrium, gametic
disequilibrium, and allelic association. Generally stated, LD is the “nonrandom
association of alleles at different loci.” LD gives a correlation between
polymorphisms (e.g., SNPs) in a population that is result from their shared history of
mutation and recombination (Flint-Garcia, Thornsberry et al. 2003). LD determines
the degree to which molecular markers associate with the relevant phenotype.
GWAS take advantage of historical recombination events that have accumulated
over thousands of generations in historical populations. Under optimal conditions,
GWAS may give a resolution of QTLs to regions containing just a few genes
(Mitchell-Olds 2010).

For GWAS the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana is an ideal candidate in many ways,
because it is a kind of strongly selfing hermaphrodite plant. Consequently, a larger
collection of naturally occurred inbred accessions is contained in this kind of species.
These lines or accessions could be genotyped once and phonotyped multiple times,
which make it possible to study many different traits in many different environments.
Wageningen UR
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Furthermore, much more extensive and stable LD which should be well suited for
association mapping exists in such a species than in a comparable outcrossing
species; this situation will enhance the power of correlation between molecular
markers and relative phenotypes (Aranzana, Kim et al. 2005).

1.4 Aim of the thesis

During this thesis, researches will aim for natural genetic variation of LA (leaf area)
and LMA in Arabidopsis thaliana. Certain QTLs correlated to LMA are supposed to
be detected after association analysis and further validation of candidate genes will
confirm such findings.

2 Material and method

2.1 Plant material and growth conditions

350 accessions of Arabidopsis thaliana are selected for a most diversity from all
over the world. All the seeds are from the Genetics lab of Wageningen UR. These
plants were grown both in normal climate chamber with rockwools and hydroponic
conditions. When planting in the climate chamber, nutrient solution named tomato,
125 µmol light intensity, 70% humility, 22 oC during 12 hours day and 20 oC during
12 hours night are given to the plants in the first time; nutrient solution named
hyponex 200 µmol light intensity, 60% humility, 20 oC during 10 hours day and 18
o

C during 14 hours night were given to the plants in the second time. All nutrient
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solutions are produced by Unifarm of Wageningen UR (an organization of
supporting experiment in climate chamber and green house) was applied to both
experiment in climate chamber automatically by a table flowing system, the
frequency is five minutes per two days in the first time and five minutes per day in
the second time. When planting under hydroponic conditions, the plants were grown
for 3.5 weeks utilizing a half strength Hoagland’s solution. Two treatments were
applied: normal Zn (2µM) and low Zn (no Zn was added to the nutrient solution;
and the environmental conditions were: temperature day/night of 20ºC/15ºC, day
length of 12 hours, and relative humidity of 70%.The climate chamber is located in
C13 in the unifarm of Wageningen UR; the hydroponic room is located in the lab of
Genetics of Wageningen UR.

2.2 LMA data collection

When measuring the area and weight, the relatively young (presumably
photosynthetically more productive) but fully expanded and hardened leaves were
chosen from adult plants. Any petiole (stalk-like midrib of a compound leaf) and all
veins are considered part of the leaf for standardized LMA measurement. In this
experiment, leaves was collected from 4 weeks later Arabidopsis thaliana plants,
which were not too old to overlap each other; otherwise the overlap will give sideeffects on the growth of plant, disturbing the leaf expansion and experimental
homogeneity .

The collected leaves were put separately under a transparent plastic panel, because
wrinkle or overlap on the leaves would affect the measurement of leaf area. Then
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digital pictures captured from the top of the plastic panel were analyzed by
measurement software named WinRhizo (version 2009), leaf area data will be given
after the analysis. When measuring the dry weight, each leaf sample was oven-dried
at 60oC for at least 72h, and then the dry mass was weighed. Once taken from the
oven, the samples took up moisture from the air, so each time just small amount of
samples were taken from oven. Finally, by the way total leaf dry mass was divided
by the total leaf area from a single plant, average LMA data for each individual plant
was given.

Since a limitation of the experiment space, all the Hapmap accession plants
contributed to different experiments. 1 leaf per plant was collected in the first time
in C13 climate chamber, 4 leaves per plant were collected in the second time in C13
climate chamber, and 2 leaves per plant were collected under hydroponic condition.

2.3 Principle component analysis

Principal component analysis is appropriate when you have obtained data set on a
number of observed variables and wish to reduce the dimensionality by transforming
to a new set of variables (the principal components) to summarize the features of the
data (Cadima and Jolliffe 2009). It is useful when there is some redundancy in the
variables which are collected during experiments; redundancy means that some of
the variables are correlated with one another, possibly because they are measuring
the same construct. In this experiment, for the purpose to lower down the noise of
environment effect from different hapmap screening, PCA was operated by statistic
software SPSS (version 17.0), so that a data set which was more representative of
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the genetics effect could be extracted. Correlation between differ experiments had
also been analyzed by PCA test.

2.4 Genome wide association mapping

GWA analysis was done through a mixed-model (Yu, Pressoir et al. 2006)
implemented in the programme EMMA (Kang, Zaitlen et al. 2008), and EMMA was
operated as a package on the platform of R (version 2.7.2). 215 thousands SNPs as
the genotype data pool had been used in this experiment. All the SNPs data file was
from

the

Borevitz

Lab

of

the

University

of

Chicago

(http://borevitzlab.uchicago.edu/resources/genetic).

EMMA (Efficient Mixed-Model Association) is an implementation of a linear mixed
model which accounts for population structure by adding a genetic random effect
with a fixed covariance structure. A specific equation could be given: Y = βX + µ +
ε，where Y denotes the vector of phenotypes, X the vector of genotypes at the locus
being tested, β the fixed phenotypic effects attributable to this locus, µ ~Nn (0，σ2g
K) is random effect given by the backboard genetic factors, and ε ~ Nn (0, σ2e In) is
random variance due to environment effect. The kinship matrix K explaining
genome-wide patterns of relatedness between the individuals and was estimated only
once. The parameters of the model β, σ2g and σ2e are estimated using REML
(restricted maximum likelihood) for each marker (SNP). A general student-test
testing the null hypothesis β = 0 is calculated to get the p-value for each SNP (Kang,
Zaitlen et al. 2008).
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On the result plots of GWA analysis, regions of significant association markers
detected after GWA analysis would form a peak. Although many peaks were sharply
defined and clearly identified a small number of genes, others were much more
diffuse, and sometimes several hundred kilo-bases without a clear centre were
covered by such unclear peaks. From the EMMA theory of GWA analysis (Kang,
Zaitlen et al. 2008), within a clear peak a small subset of genetic markers are most
highly associated with the trait. In Arabidopsis thaliana the length of linkage
disequilibrium (LD) averagely extended 250 kb (Nordborg, Borevitz et al. 2002) on
all the chromosomes, so this situation can make it difficult to determine whether
such regions are because of one or more than one genetic determinant. We assume
that the loci detected in this study are single genetic loci, because for one thing the
most contributable marker will for sure stay in the top significant markers (top of the
peaks), for another thing the predominant identification of single major loci in GWA
scans agrees with our a priori calculation, which indicate that, in a best case scenario,
we only have power to detect associations for traits controlled by a small number of
genetic determinants of major effect. It should be remembered that, may genomic
region detected by a GWA analysis could be controlled by more than one closely
linked genetic locus. However, further investigation is needed to clarify this
situation, such as higher mapping resolution or genetic complementation. So in this
study, within promising peaks, most significant markers were checked one by one.
For identification of a single significant marker, the P values of the markers which
are surrounding the significant marker were also checked, and the function of the
gene which contains the significant marker was also considered. With such criteria,
candidate genes had been chosen from the GWA result.

Wageningen UR
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2.5 RT-PCR

Total RNA was extracted using RNeasy Plant Mini kit (QIAGEN) from relatively
young leaves collected from extreme LMA performance accessions at four weeks.
cDNA synthesis from 500 ng RNA per plant sample was performed using iScriptTM
cDNA Synthesis Kit (BIO-RAD). Quantitative RT-PCR was carried out using a
CFX96TM Real-Time system machine (BIO-RAD) with IQTM SYBR Green
Supermix (BIO-RAD). RT-PCR primers (Appendix A): AT5G48670, AT5G20940,
AT4G28250, AT5G21030, and ACTIN (control gene).

3 Result

3.1 Accurate and repetitive method for large amount LA data
set collection

A pilot experiment had been done to determine which leaves to choose for LMA
measurement demanding relatively young (presumably photosynthetically more
productive) but fully expanded. Four weeks old leaves from three different
accessions of Arabidopsis thaliana was numbered from the bottom of the stem (leaf
number 1 was the first leaf above cotyledons) and measured, leaves between number
3 to number 6 (Fig 1) were determined to be appropriate for the experiment.
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Figure 1: Leaf area from different position between different Arabidopsis thaliana accessions.

Comparison between different image software had also been done to get a more
accurate data. A digital picture of a group of leaves was analyzed by both image J
(http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/) and WinRhizo, significant difference was found by
student test (Table 1). The standard deviation of image J data is higher than
WinRhizo data (Table 2), but this group of leaves which cut from the same position
and same accession at the same age were expected to be homogenous with small
standard deviation, so WinRhizo performed better than image J in measuring leaf
area of four weeks old Arabidopsis leaves.

Table 1: Student test between leaf area data calculated by image J and WinRhizo data.
Significant difference was founded.
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Table 2: Descriptive Statistics of WinRhizo data (group1) and image J data (group 2).

An accurate and repetitive way of measuring large amount of LA (leaf area) data
was extracted during this experiment. Certain digital pictures captured from the
experiment were analyzed to acquire the leaf area data with the help of image
software WinRhizo (version 2009). When capturing the digital pictures, a iron frame
(RS 2XA produced by KAISER) needed to hold the digital camera (Fig 3), leaves
were put separately on a black plastic cloth with grids fixed on the platform of the
iron frame, then all the positioned leaves were covered by a transparent plastic cover
to prevent formation of wrinkle and angles which might affect the leaf area

Figure 3: Picture capturing system

Figure 2: Placement of leaves

measurement (Fig 2). By this way, a lot of time could be saved for measuring large
amount of leaves, because one picture could contain maxim 100~150 leaves. The
black grades could lower down the noise color effects from the background, so that
a big improvement for the accuracy of the leaf area could be given during analysis.
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3.2 Determination of LMA and LA for every experiment

3.2.1 Determination of LMA

LMA was measured four times, three times were under normal nutrient condition
and one time under Zn deficiency condition. Range of variation is described in Table
3; the second time experiment in C13 gave a lowest standard deviation. Normal
distribution fitness estimation test had been done to every experiment’s data, all the
LMA data from each experiment showed a good degree of fitness. The second time
experiment in C13 showed the smallest value scale (Table 4), in contrast the first
time experiment in C13 showed the largest. The average rank of extreme
performance lines under different nutrient solution was described in Table 5 and
Table 6, and the rank of extreme performance lines in each experiment can be
checked in Appendix F.

Table 3: Descriptive statistics of LMA in different experiments

Wageningen UR
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Table 4: The estimation of normal distribution of LMA for different experiments, and coefficient
of each normal distribution

Table 5: Extreme lines’ average rank of LMA in different experiments under normal nutrient
condition

Table 6: Extreme lines’ rank of LMA in experiment under Zn deficiency condition

3.2.2 Determination of LA

LA was also measured four times, three times were under normal nutrient condition
and one time under Zn deficiency condition. Range of variation is described in Table
Wageningen UR
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7; experiment under Zn deficiency environment gave a lowest standard deviation.
Normal distribution fitness estimation test had been done to every experiment’s data,
all the LA data from each experiment showed a good degree of fitness. Experiment
under Zn deficiency environment showed the smallest value scale (Table 8 and Fig
3), in contrast the second time experiment in C13 showed the largest. The average
rank of extreme performance lines under different nutrient solution was described in
Table 9 and Table 10, and the rank of extreme performance lines in each experiment
can be checked in Appendix F.

Table 7: Descriptive statistics of LA in different experiments

Table 8: The estimation of normal distribution of LA for each experiment, and coefficient of
each normal distribution
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Table 9: Extreme lines’ average rank of LA in different experiments under normal nutrient
condition

Table 10: Extreme lines’ rank of LA in experiment under Zn deficiency condition

3.2.3 Heritability of different traits

Heritability of LMA and LA was calculated for each experiment (Table 11). The
table indicates that both traits have an appropriate degree of genetic inherence, and
certain QTL could be detected for such trait under different experiment. When
compared to each other, LMA could get more environment effect than LA under a
same experiment condition.
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Table 11: Heritability of LMA and LA in different experiments

3.3 New script to improve EMMA output visualization

A script for plotting was created to improve EMMA output visualization (Appendix
B). In the old EMMA output plots (Pic 3), five plot pictures were produced
separately for different chromosome, which made the comparison and a whole view
of different chromosome’s plot to be a bit difficult and inconvenient. Sometimes
different value scales of Y-axis were generated for different chromosomes in each
picture (Fig 6), as a result confusions and inaccuracy might be brought when
comparing different pictures. With the new plot script (Fig 7), all the plot results
compose in one picture; chromosomes can be distinguished by different colors. The
comparison between different peaks and chromosomes will be more convenience
and accurate with a certain dash threshold line.
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Chromosome 1

Chromosome 2

Chromosome 3

Chromosome 4

Chromosome 5
Figure 4: Old EMMA output plot pictures
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Figure 5: New plot script result picture for EMMA output

3.4 Correlation between different traits in each experiment

The correlation between LMA, LA, FW (plant whole rosette biomass) and DW
(single leave dry mass) was checked (Fig 8~11).

In general, even under different experiment conditions, FW usually showed a fine
liner regression relationship with DW and LA except LMA, FW increased
proportionally with greater DW and LA. LMA normally gave a fairly poor
correlation with other traits. DW and LA‘s liner regression always got the highest R2
value in each experiment, they had a strong positive correlation.
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Figure 6: Correlation between different traits in the first time experiment in C13
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Figure 7: Correlation between different traits in the second time experiment in C13
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Figure 8: Correlation between different traits in the experiment under hydroponic condition
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Figure 9: Correlation between different traits in the experiment under Zn deficiency condition

3.5 GWA mapping for LMA and LA

After collection of LMA and LA data pool for 350 Arabidopsis thaliana inbred lines,
215K SNPs was used by association analysis throughout the mixed model, such
analysis indentified certain genomic locations associated with LMA and LA
followed the criteria of interpretation of GWA peaks described in chapter 2.4. For
instance, from the result plot of LMA in second time experiment in C13 (Fig 12),
certain significant peaks which were sharp, strong and without any clear breaking
interval were checked. Three candidate genes were chosen from these peaks
(Appendix C & D). However, even with the efficient mixed model, the unexpected
strong confounding was still appeared in the result plots probably because of
residual population structured effect, such as the image of chromosome 1 in Fig 8.
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Even with a fairly significant P value, dot without supporting by a specific peak
were distinguished as false positive, because with a relatively long length of LD
(linkage disequilibrium) in Arabidopsis thaliana (Nordborg, Borevitz et al. 2002),
markers around the significant marker were also considered to be significant too.
For example, the highest significant associated marker on chromosome 5 in Fig 12
was regarded as false positive.

Figure 10: LMA result plot of association analysis in the second time experiment in C13.

3.6 Principle component analysis for LMA and LA

In the GWA mapping for LMA and LA in normal condition experiments, there was
still a strong confounding by using the efficient mixed model in each experiment.
Furthermore, for a same trait, the result of the plot was varied one experiment by
one experiment, only one significant marker ranked within top100 in each
experiment’s result was overlapped, so assumption that different environment
heavily affected the phenotypic data was generated. In order to lower down the
environment noise and check the correlation between different experiments, PCA
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(principle component analysis) was applied to generate a(some) common main
component(s) which should be the genetic effect, because through all the experiment,
the most common element is the same plant material. This component(s) could
explain most part of the total variance. After PCA in LMA result of the three
experiments under normal conditions, two main components were extracted to
interpret 74% of the total variance of LMA (Table 12) in all the Arabidopsis
accessions in each experiment. These two components extract 76% information of
the first time experiment in C13, 58% information of the second time experiment, 89%
information of the experiment under hydroponic condition (Table 13). Correlation
matrix indicated the correlation between LMA results from different experiments,
two experiments in C13 showed the best correlation which mainly could be
explained that the similar experiment condition environment variance was given in
C13. GWA analysis was applied again to all the accessions after PCA (Fig 13),
confounding area showed less but still a lot, also no such a certain high, strong and
clear peak was showed. Three candidate genes were chosen from the promising
peaks in this result plot (Appendix E).PCA also did to LA data, the result table and
plot are also in the Appendix E.

Table 12: PCA table for LMA
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Table 13: Communalities table for LMA in each experiment

Table 14: Correlation for LMA between different experiments

Figure 11: LMA result plot of association analysis after PCA

3.7 Validation for candidate genes

To identify difference in gene expression due to the natural genetic variation in
LMA, four candidate genes (Appendix A) were chosen from previous GWA
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analysis, the relative expression of these genes in young leaves of extreme LMA
performance accessions were measured by quantitative RT-PCR. The assumption
was that the level of candidate genes’ expression would be essential for the variation
in LMA in young leaves, significant difference was expected between best and
worst performance plant. Since the primers’ efficiency was not good enough, one
gene’s expression did not be able to measure as planned before. The result showed
that the expression level of candidate genes fluctuated irregularly among young
leaves in extreme performance accessions when compared with reference gene’s
expression. This result indicates that there is no significant difference in candidate
genes’ expression between best and worst performance accessions (Fig 14, and BP:
best performance accession, WP: worst performance accession, CP: control
accession.). The expression level of candidate genes fluctuated irregularly among
the young leaves in the extreme accessions when compared with reference gene’s
expression.

Relative Gene Expression
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Figure 12: (A) RGE for AT5G48670 of young leaves in extreme performance accessions.
(B) RGE for AT5G20940 of young leaves in extreme performance accessions. (c) RGE of
AT4G28250 of young leaves in extreme performance accessions.

4 Discussion

4.1 Variation of LMA within and between experiments
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During this study, variation of LMA was found between and within different
experiments. Two main factors contributing in this variation are genetic variation
and environment variation.

In previous studies, three to five QTLs were found for LMA in some species, since
the complexity of the underlying anatomical and chemical traits, (Yin, Kropff et al.
1999; ter Steege, den Ouden et al. 2005).In this experiment, based on poor
correlations between LMA and other traits (chapter 3.4), hypothesis could be made
that some QTLs for LMA also exist in Arabidopsis thaliana. As a result, different
genetic material between accessions partially contributed to the variation in LMA in
this experiment.

Inherent variation explained part of the LMA variation; however, low heritability
was got for LMA in this research, which means environmental conditions give a
major impact on the variation. Light intensity and day length could be an important
environment factor. Previous studies show that it is the total photo irradiance
integrated over the day that determines the LMA of a plant, but not instantaneous
peak irradiance (Niinemets, Kull et al. 2004). In generally speaking, a short period
of high light intensity has the same effect on LMA as a twice long period with the
half the irradiance. Two components of LMA (leaf density and leaf thickness) could
explain the increased LMA with high light intensity. With higher intensity, it is the
leaf thickness of palisade parenchyma increasing, but the leaf thickness of the
epidermis remains remarkably constant ; a greater fraction of palisade parenchyma
with more tightly packed cells would enhanced the leaf density (Onoda, Schieving et
al. 2008). So variation in LMA and poor correlation between treatments could be
partly explained by differs in light intensity and day length. Spaces of plant interval
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could also be a side factor for variation in LMA. In Arabidopsis thaliana, foliage
develops gradually from bottom to top, and essentially all leaves may have
experienced high irradiance during their formation. Different experiments applied
different sizes of plant interval, the risk of different plant tough each other became
higher with more limited spaces of plant interval; certain canopy structure would be
formed between leaves, so some leaves might experience different degrees of
irradiance during the growth.

The different temperatures in each experiment also contributed in the variation of
LMA. Limited cell expansion results in large amounts of small cells per unit area at
low temperatures, consequently, more cell wall material per unit leaf volume and
more cell layers ,which indicated greater leaf density and greater leaf thickness
(Atkin, Loveys et al. 2006). More cell layers leads to higher protein content per unit
leaf area; in addition, the content of secondary compounds could also increase
(Usadel, Blasing et al. 2008). As a result, LMA of plants grown at low temperature
is higher; decreases at high temperature. In this research, although the difference in
temperature was not big between each experiment, its contribution to the variation in
LMA would also be expected.

In short, in condition of high supplies of light where carbon availability is high, or in
conditions (etc. low temperature) where the plant growth’s demand of carbohydrates
is decreased even more strongly than the rate of photosynthesis, the value of LMA
goes up (Poorter, Niinemets et al. 2009). So many environmental factors could cause
the change in LMA, constant experimental condition is essential for getting highly
correlated LMA data from different experiments.
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4.2 LMA extreme lines

After the GWA analysis of LMA from 350 accessions of Arabidopsis thaliana,
certain extreme lines were distinguished. LMA which is an easy measured parameter
is often used because of a nice correlation with plant growth theory. These extreme
performance lines could be used for specific researches of specific demands. High
water content, a low concentration of secondary compounds, a high concentration of
proteins and minerals, and a high rate of photosynthesis per unit leaf dry mass were
existed in low LMA species. A high rate of photosynthesis per unit leaf nitrogen
also was shown in such species, which generally have a short life-span (Lambers
and Poorter 1992; Wright and Westoby 2002). Low LMA accessions of Arabidopsis
thaliana could be used for certain mineral use efficiency or some secondary
compounds researches. High LMA leaves seem to be built to persist, the situation
that high-LMA leaves are generally avoided herbivores can be observed both under
laboratory conditions and in the field (Perez-Harguindeguy, Diaz et al. 2003). Not
only a greater lifespan of leaves but species with an high LMA also has a greater
lifespan of roots (Ryser 1996), so more efficiently conserving the acquired nutrients
and carbon. The residence time of nutrients in plants was enhanced by a high leaf
and root longevity, thus high-LMA species was provide with a competitive
advantage on nutrient poor soils (Aerts and Chapin 2000) . Therefore, high-LMA
accessions of Arabidopsis thaliana could be used for herbivores resistance or
nutrient poor environment researches.
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4.3 Interpretations of GWA mapping and candidate genes
validation

In these experiments, we did three times of GWA mapping under normal conditions,
candidate genes were chosen for validation in extreme lines for LMA. However, the
result of candidate genes validation had not given a strong proof. The genotype
material and the plant material were proved to be valid for GWA mapping (Atwell,
Huang et al. 2010). It is possible to study multiple phenotypes while controlling
environmental noise in this kind of study, because full advantage was taken by the
fact that these inbred lines can be grow in replicate under controlled conditions.
Screen power for mapping also depends on sample composition, these 350
accessions is characterized by having an extremely complex population structure
compared with typical human GWA studies (Han, Kraft et al. 2008).

Nevertheless, the GWA mapping result plot of LMA in this experiment couldn’t
find such prominent clear and sharp peak, but still could find several peaks which
show high degree of significance. The validation of candidate genes which showed
significant association also didn’t provide a convincible proof, the reason for this
may be these candidate genes related false positive SNPs. Low estimate of
heritability for LMA (mean h2=0.314) is likely to have contributed to the unclear
result. The low heritability means the genetic contribution was lower than
environmental contribution for this trait, which may makes it difficult for genetic
mapping. However, the already existed peaks in result plots indicates association
analysis could still be used to indentify QTLs for LMA, further statistical method or
correction is needed for lower down the confounding .
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GWA mapping could find significant association between single SNP and certain
phenotype, because of taking advantage of historical recombination events that have
accumulated over thousands of generation in historical populations. However, in
GWA mapping, it is difficult to screen QTLs that responsible for traits which are
correlated with population structure. The fact that population structure can cause
confounding and lead to an increase false-positive rate is very clear nowadays.
Especially for complex trait, when single SNP used by GWA analysis at a time, this
method in effect tries to model a multifactorial trait as if it were due to a single locus.
The polygenic background of the trait is ignored. As long as the background
adequately captured by a variance term this kind of analysis is still valid, but bias
will generate if the background variables are correlated with the SNP included in the
model, and population structure will lead to correlations between unlinked loci, and
this will usually lead to confounding. Strong selection would also possibly lead to
such a positive correlation between unlinked loci and causal loci. So it becomes
clear why GWA analysis works well for traits that are monogenic, or at least mostly
due to a single, major locus, because the strongest association is expected shown by
the true positive marker. For occurrence of broad, complex regions of association, it
is occurred when SNPs in a region containing a major causative allele are positively
correlated not only with that causative allele, but also with the genomic background.
As a consequence, a complex, mountain like in which many non-causal markers
may show stronger association that the causative allele appears in the result plot.
Within such regions, it is difficult to identify the causal marker. As we discussed
before, LMA is a complex trait which may be controlled by a few QTLs in
Arabidopsis thaliana. Some significant associated SNPs for LMA may be both
correlated with causative allele and genomic background which should be
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population structure or/and natural selection, so that the GWA mapping result has a
lot of confounding areas and false-positive markers.

As genotyping and sequencing costs continue to decrease, GWA studies will
become a standard tool for dissecting natural variation. It is essential to indentify its
limitations. For GWA studies in Arabidopsis thaliana, from this experiment, it is
essential for control the environmental homogeneity for different replicate, and also
it is important to select certain trait which will be analysis having a relatively simple
genomic background ( monogenic or at least mostly due to a single major locus).
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7 Appendix

7.1 Appendix A

Gene name

Sense primer

Antisense Primer

AT5G48670

CTAGTAACAGGGATGATGC

GGAGCACCAACATCAGATC

TGC

C

GATAACTTGCGTCTTCGGAT

ACATGGCAAGGCCTTAATG

AT5G20940

CC
AT4G28250

G

CAATGATGCACCAGTTGGCT

TTGGCTCCATGCACATTCGC

CC
AT5G21030

ACT2

ATATCCAAAACTGAATTCA

AATTCCTTCTATGCATACTC

ATCC

G

GGCGACTTGACAGAGAAGA

GGTACCATTGTCACACACGA

ACAAGG

TTGG

Table 15: Candidate genes ‘Primers’ information for quantitative RT-PCR

Accessions

Wageningen UR

Standard deviation
Gene1

GEne2

Gene3

BP1

1.870436387

1.319721 1.784969

BP2

0.540657913

0.565924 0.564425

BP3

0.633128927

0.682403 0.701841

WP1

0.603187206

WP2

2.796134587

1.092922 1.416572

WP3

0.377952865

0.928604 0.368736

CP

0.47578209

0.780488 1.196539

0.7438

0.457338
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Table 16: Standard deviation of Ct value of candidate genes

7.2 Appendix B

Below is the new script to improve EMMA output visualization.

###############################
# Emma output in one plot
#
# Written by Guangquan Chen
#
# 2011-2-14
#
###############################
#######################
# Plot all with colour
#
#######################
setwd (" ") #Change your working directory
LMA <- read.csv ('LMA.csv')
plot(y~x,data=LMA,main='Name of the graphic',ylab='P
value',xlab='Chromosome',pch=20,col=c('red','blue','red','blue','red')[z])
abline (h=???, lty=2)# You can change the value of h, it is the threshold
# Finish #
#########################
#Plot all without colour
#
#########################
setwd(" ")#Change your working directory
LMA <- read.csv('LMA.csv')
plot(y~x,data=LMA,main='Name of the graphic',ylab='P
value',xlab='Chromosome',pch=20)
abline(h=???,lty=2,col="red")# You can change the value of h, it is the threshold
abline(v=30429953,col="blue")
abline(v=50131823,col="blue")
abline(v=73599274,col="blue")
abline(v=92177982,col="blue")
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# Finish #
For let it working, you first need to build a file in your computer, and then built csv
file under the folder. In the excel csv sheet, three variables should be defined, X, Y,
Z. Giving the chromosome position in X, and EMMA output value (-log10) in Y,
and chromosome number in Z, then you should save and close the csv file. Last step
is to copy the script in programme R (version 2.7.2).

7.3 Appendix C

Figure 13: LMA result plot of association analysis in the first time experiment in C13.

Figure 14: LMA result plot of association analysis in the second time experiment in C13.
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Figure 15: LMA result plot of association analysis under hydroponic condition.

Figure 16: LMA result plot of association analysis under Zn deficiency condition.

Different treatment

Candidate
gene
AT3G03750

C13 First time

AT1G08600

AT3G63010

C13 Second time

Wageningen UR

AT5G48670

Genomic
position
Chromosome 3

Chromosome 1

Chromosome 3

Chromosome 5

Gene function
SET domain protein 20 (SDG20);
FUNCTIONS IN: zinc ion binding,
histone-lysine
N-methyltransferase
activity
Helicase activity, DNA binding, nucleic
acid binding, ATP binding
Encodes a gibberellin (GA) receptor
ortholog of the rice GA receptor gene
(OsGID1). Has GA-binding activity
Encodes AGL80, whose functions as a
transcription factor within the central
cell gene regulatory network and
controls
the
expression
of
downstream genes required for
central cell
development
and
function.
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AT5G20950

AT4G28250

AT5G27520

Hydroponic
condition

AT4G12230

AT4G23700

AT1G06190

Zn deficiency

AT3G42390

AT5G15430

Chromosome 5

Chromosome 3

Glycosyl hydrolyse family protein;
FUNCTIONS IN: hydrolyse activity,
hydrolyzing O-glycosyl compounds;
Encodes
putative
betaexpansin/allergen protein

Chromosome 4

Encodes a peroxisomal adenine
nucleotide transporter, involved in
fatty acid beta-oxidation during early
stage of postgerminative growth.
Encodes
alpha/beta-Hydrolases
superfamily protein

Chromosome 4

Encodes a protein which is member of
Putative Na+/H+ antiporter family

Chromosome 5

Chromosome 1

Rho termination factor; FUNCTIONS
IN: transcription termination factor
activity, ATPase activity
unknown protein

Chromosome 3

Chromosome 3

Plant calmodulin-binding
related

protein-

Table 17: Candidate genes list for LMA

7.4 Appendix D

Figure 17: LA result plot of association analysis in the first time experiment in C13
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Figure 18: LA result plot of association analysis in the second time experiment in C13

Figure 19: LA result plot of association analysis under hydroponic condition.

Figure 20: LA result plot of association analysis under Zn deficiency condition.
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Candidate gene
AT3G17340

C13 First time

Genomic
position
Chromosome 3

AT4G26880

Chromosome 4

AT2G40081

Chromosome 2

AT1G74890

AT5G56840

Chromosome 1

Chromosome 5

Chromosome 1

AT2G13690
Chromosome 2

Hydroponic
condition

AT3G62470

Chromosome 3

AT5G13630
Chromosome 5

AT5G18350
Chromosome 5

Zn deficiency

AT5G24060

ARM repeat superfamily protein;
FUNCTIONS
IN:
protein
transporter activity, bindingy.
Stigma-specific
Stig1
family
protein; FUNCTIONS IN: molecular
function unknown

unknown protein

C13 Second time
AT1G77620

Gene function

Chromosome 5

AT4G19003
Chromosome 4

Encodes a nuclear response
regulator that acts as a negative
regulator in cytokinin-mediated
signal transduction.
Myb-like transcription factor
family protein;
P-loop containing nucleoside
triphosphate
hydrolases
superfamily protein FUNCTIONS
IN:
nucleoside-triphosphatase
activity
nucleotide
binding;
INVOLVED IN: DNA repair, cell
cycle.
PRLI-interacting factor, putative;
BEST Arabidopsis thaliana protein
match is: BTB/POZ domaincontaining protein.
Pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR)
superfamily
protein,
BEST
Arabidopsis
thaliana
protein
match
is:
Pentatricopeptide
repeat (PPR) superfamily protein.
Encodes magnesium chelatase
involved in plastid-to-nucleus
signal transduction.
Disease resistance protein (TIRNBS-LRR class) family; FUNCTIONS
IN: transmembrane receptor
activity, nucleoside
triphosphatase activity, nucleotide
binding, ATP binding.
Pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR)
superfamily protein; FUNCTIONS
IN: molecular function unknown.
Encodes VPS25 which CONTAINS
InterPro DOMAIN/s: ESCRT-II
complex, vps25 subunit, Nterminal winged helix.

Table 18: Candidate genes list for LA
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7.5 Appendix E

Table 19: PCA table for LA

Table 20: communalities table for LA in each experiment

Table 21: Correlation for LA between different experiments
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Figure 21: LA result plot of association analysis after PCA

Different treatment

Candidate gene
AT5G27520

LMA after PCA

AT4G23700

AT3G60500

AT1G31320

AT5G54560

Genomic
position
Chromosome 5

Chromosome 4

Chromosome 3

Chromosome 1

Chromosome 5

LA after PCA
AT5G24470

Chromosome 5

Gene function
Encodes a peroxisomal adenine
nucleotide transporter, involved
in fatty acid beta-oxidation during
early stage of postgerminative
growth.
member of Putative Na+/H+
antiporter family
Encodes a 3'-5' exoribonuclease,
positively
regulates
CER3
transcription, involved in cuticular
wax biosynthesis.
LOB domain-containing protein 4
(LBD4);
CONTAINS
InterPro
DOMAIN/s:
Lateral
organ
boundaries.
Protein of unknown function
(DUF295).
Encodes
a
pseudo-response
regulator whose mutation affects
various
circadian-associated
biological events such as flowering
in the long-day photoperiod
conditions.

Table 22: Candidate genes list after PCA analysis
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7.6 Appendix F

Accessions

Rank of LMA

Hydroponic

performance

C13 first time

C13 second time

1

CS76188

CS76134

CS28575

2

CS76212

CS28193

CS28720

3

CS76202

CS76101

CS28650

4

CS28633

CS76152

CS76285

5

CS28628

CS28575

CS76125

345

CS76195

CS76088

CS76153

346

CS28217

CS28091

CS76303

347

CS28053

CS28369

CS76280

348

CS28108

CS76285

CS76283

349

CS28336

CS28243

CS28692

conditions

Table 23: Extreme lines’ rank of LMA in each experiment under normal nutrient condition

Accessions

Rank of LA

Hydroponic

performance

C13 first time

C13 second time

1

CS28510

CS28848

CS28063

2

CS28743

CS28583

CS28282

3

CS76143

CS28823

CS28847

4

CS28636

CS76293

CS76187

5

CS28201

CS28564

CS76210

345

CS28373

CS76212

CS76180

346

CS28635

CS28633

CS28575

347

CS76212

CS76163

CS76190

348

CS76202

CS76125

CS28692

349

CS76182

CS28635

CS76221

conditions

Table 24: Extreme lines’ rank of LA in each experiment under normal nutrient condition
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